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Introduction
to German
Research
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More so than anywhere
else in the world…
•
•
•
•

You need to know the place of origin
The time frame of immigration
The jurisdiction in power
Religion

German Records??
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Germany
Prussia
Austria
Poland
Bohemia
Slovenia
Czech Republic
Low Countries
Brandenburg
Swabia

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Holy Roman Empire
Pomerania
Silesia
Weimar Republic
German Confederation
Holy Roman Empire
Switzerland
Third Reich
Eastern France
Northern Italy
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Imperial Circles
of the
Holy Roman
Empire
~1560
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1871
Unification of
German States
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Religious
Diversity

Brief genealogical timeline
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

800 – Charlemagne crowned emperor of HRE
1517 – Martin Luther sparks Protestant Reformation
1563 – Catholic Church begins recording BMBs
1598 – Edicts of Nantes – Toleration of Protestants
1648 – Ending of 30 Years War
1685 – Revocation of the Edict of Nantes (Huguenots flee)
1762-1800 – Catherine invites Germans to Russia
1794 – Napoleon requires civil registration in conquered
German states
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Brief genealogical timeline
• 1848 – Frankfurt Constitution fails – ~8K political refugees
flee to England and North America
• 1871 – Bismark unifies Germany into a nation-state
• 1914-1918 – WWI
• 1918 – Influenza pandemic (~50 million die worldwide)
• 1939-1945 – WWII
• 1990 – Reunification of East and West Germany

Some Background Details
• Germany was made up of different kingdoms, duchies,
and Prussian provinces
• Within these areas, emigration records were usually
kept on a county seat or district level of government
• In North American colonial times, naturalization most
often meant the person was from a German-speaking
country
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Some Background Details
• The first permanent German settlement in America was
Germantown, Pennsylvania, which was settled in 1683.
• The Pennsylvania “Dutch” is a misnomer

(Deutsch)

• They were not highly mobile when they arrived
• Germanic immigration is usually divided into two major
groups: first wave and second wave. Sometimes called
“boats”

First Wave
• Began with 17th century immigrants through the 18th
century
• Mostly from southwestern parts of Modern Germany
(Pfalz, Saarland, Baden, Württemberg, Alsace)
• Mostly extended families or identifiable groups (clusters),
or serial migration (one followed by others)
• Often followed the Rhine River to the Netherlands and left
from Rotterdam via London (hired by Royal Navy)
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First Wave
• Ended up in upstate New York or Pennsylvania
• About 80% immigrated through Philadelphia
• Many were indentured
• Most came for economic opportunities
– Lots of cheap land
– Not yet driven by weariness of war
– Unlikely to be nobles (inspite of “von” in surname)

• Some were escaping religious persecution
• Many fled illegally to escape “exit taxes”

Second Wave
• Covers 1800 to 1920 (over 5 million immigrants)
• Mostly individuals or single families
• From the north and east of German regions
• Migrated over other rivers to Bremerhaven and Hamburg
• Escaping the horrors of war
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Second Wave
• Leap frogged over descendants of first wavers
• More industrial entrepreneurs
• Even split between Protestants and Roman Catholics
• Many fed up with political trends in Europe

First or Second Wave?
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First or Second Wave?

Where to start?
• To trace your ancestors in German records, you
must know the town of birth.
• Even if you already have a place name, keep in
mind that:
– The jurisdiction of the place changed hands resulting in a
different name
– The place may have been swallowed up by the growth of a
larger, neighboring city
– Phonetic spelling can disguise the actual spelling
– Place names are used multiple times throughout the region
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Do this first
• Scour your state-side information:
– Validate your connection to a “German” ancestor
– Identify the immigrant ancestor(s)
– Identify the earliest known spelling of the surname
– Avoid getting hung up on spelling variations
– Look for some signatures

Do this first
• Scour your state-side information:
– Identify all family members (not just direct line)
– Look for extended family members
– Gather every possible scrap of information
– Especially focus on immigration details
– Watch for exceptions
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Naming patterns
•

Boys

•

1. Father’s father
2. Mother’s father
3. Father
4+ Uncles

Girls
1. Father’s mother
2. Mother’s mother
3. Mother
4+ Aunts

Two names: Baptismal name of
Johannes or Johann, plus a second
name used on records.

Two names: Baptismal name of
Maria, or Anna, or Anna Maria, plus
a second name used on records.

Example: Johann Peter

Example: Maria Bridget

Places to look
• Family Sources:
– Family Histories
– Diaries
– Personal Journals
– Wills
– Letters
– Religious certificates and documents
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Places to look
– Family Bibles
– Obituaries
– Immigration documents
– Naturalization documents
– Land records
– Military records and memorabilia
– Occupation documents

Places to look
• Check with local libraries and historical
societies. Many family records were donated to
their collections.
• Newspapers
• U.S. Census records
• Ethnic and social societies
• Cemetery records
• Surname history
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Pennsylvania and
New Jersey, Church
and Town Records,
1708-1985

Eliminate as much
uncertainty as possible
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Search U.S Records
Newspapers and Periodicals
• The German-American Newspapers and Periodicals 1732-1955
lists many helpful sources for locating newspapers and
periodicals that might list your ancestor's name
• Genealogybank.com
• Newspaperarchive.com
• Archive.com
• ChroniclingAmerica.com
• Ancestry.com
• Familysearch.org

Oshkosh Daily
Northwestern
Oshkosh, Wisconsin
October 20, 1897
Page 1
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Search U.S Records
Naturalization Records
• Naturalization records were kept by counties before 1906
• Federal government thereafter
• These include:
– Application or Declaration of Intention
– Oath of Allegiance
– Final Petition

Biographical Sketches
• Biographical Sketches may provide date or place of birth
and family information.

Search U.S Records
U.S. Census Records
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-nominal – tally of foreigners (1790-1830)
1850-1860 – place of birth
1870 – parents foreign born?
1880 – parents birthplace
1900 – year of immigration
1910 – name of language
1920 – status and year of naturalization
1930 – language before immigration
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1920 Census, Wisconsin, Trempealeau, Arcadia, District 0203

On the same page

1830 Census, Pennsylvania, Berks, Bern, Page 10
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Search U.S Records
U.S. Military Records
• The place of origin may be listed in the following
military records:
• Enlistment.
• Discharge.
• Pension Records
– Invalid
– Widow
– Dependent

An affidavit found in the Revolutionary War widow’s pension file for
Rebecca Hurley, widow of John Hurley, Pennsylvania
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Search U.S Records
Locality Histories
• Local histories sometimes provide a place of origin
• City histories give the origin of prominent citizens, and
county histories show where German settlers came
from.
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Check surname books and name indexes
If the ancestor's surname is uncommon, it may be possible to find it
listed in a German surname book. These books identify the
earliest date, place, and person by that surname
The following are German surname books:
• Brechenmacher, Josef Karlmann. Deutsche Sippennamen.
• Familiengeschichtliche Quellen.
• Quellenschau für Familienforscher.
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Search Immigration
Records

Hamburg Passenger Lists

• The Hamburg Passenger Lists include the last foreign
residence of people leaving from Hamburg. There are
two lists:
• The Direct Passenger List (1850 to 1934) lists those
who left Hamburg and went directly to their destination.
• The Indirect Passenger List (1850 to 1910) shows those
who left Hamburg, went to another port, and then on to
their destination. After 1910 the indirect list is included
with the Direct Passenger List.

Hamburg Passenger Lists
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Steamship
Between decks
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Emilie Garbe
Age 26 in 1891
Born about 1865 in Prussia
Residence: Stolp
Last residence: Gesorke, Pommern
Dep. Hamburg 11 Apr 1891
Arr.

Baltimore 28 Apr 1891

Using a Google
search, I found…
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Modern jurisdictions
• Amt – Local governmental offices
• Bezirk – District
• Gemeinde – municipality or parish
• Kreis – similar to a U.S. county
• Kreishaupmannschaft – group of counties
• Land – equivalent to a U.S. state
• Stadt – City
• Staat – State
• Regierungsbezirk – similar to a land (in some areas)
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Historical jurisdictions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reich – Empire
Reichstadt – Free imperial city in the HRE
Rittergut – knight’s estate
Provinz – Prussian state
Fuerstentum – Principality
Grafschaft – County
Grossherzogtum – Grand duchy
Herrschaft – Manor
Herzogtum – Duchy
Koenigreich – Kingdom
Kurfuerstum - Principality

Check passenger lists or port
records

• German emigrants usually left in groups from the same area of Germany.
Be aware of the following information when searching your ancestor's
passenger list or port record:
– After finding your ancestor on a port record or passenger register, write down
all the people on the same list
– Check local census and other records to determine which people settled in the
same area as your ancestor
– Check for place of origin information on those who were on the same list
– If your ancestor's surname is not unusual, but some of the others on the same
list are, look those names up in the German surname books to determine
where they originated
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Web sites
• www.germanroots.com
• www.genealogienetz.de/index_en.html
• feefhs.org (Federation of East European Family History Societies)
• www.cyndislist.com/germany.htm
• www.familysearch.org (Browse by Location)
• www.ancestry.com (Explore by Location)
• Familysearch wiki

Determine the jurisdiction that
maintained the records for that
location
•
•
•
•

Who ruled the territory at the time
Does the location have a district repository
What repositories are available for the location
What records are available and where are they
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Determine the jurisdiction that
maintained the records for that
location
• Internet search
• Meyers’ Gazetteer of the German Empire
(ancestry.com)
• FHL Catalog
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Volume I page 566

Gesorke, Rg. (knight’s estate), Br. (?), Bomm. (?), RB. (government
district) Koslin, LKr. (Land district) UG. (?) BKdo. (military district HQ)
Stolp, StdU (birth registry office) U. (under) Klein Gluschen, P (Post office
with telegraph service) Dammen district Stolp, E (Rail station with
passenger and freight service) 6.5 kilometers Stresow; 89 E. (inhabitants)
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Dammen
Lojow
Klein Gluschen

Stolp

Volume II page 886
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StKr. (city that is its
own government)
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From Wikipedia for Slupsk,
Poland
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